One-hand Typing Options: Physical Keyboards
Conventional keyboard

Matias 508

Matias 1/2 qwerty

Maltron one-hand

Usually free

$595
Info page

$595
Info page

$475
Info page

Manual
Semi-chorded
Qwerty
✘
✔
activated by Matias key on keyboard
Physical keyboard
Left-only, right-only, or 2-hand typing.
Keyboard

Manual
Semi-chorded
Qwerty (mirrored)
✘
✔
by default
Physical keyboard
Designed for Left-hand use only.
Keyboard

Wired (USB)
✘
Designed for traditional desktop
positioning.
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting USB.

Wired (USB)
✘
Compact size may provide more flexible
positioning options.
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting USB.

After 10 hours: 24-43 wpm
After 40 hours: as high as 60 wpm

After 10 hours: 24-43 wpm
After 40 hours: as high as 60 wpm

Sticky Keys built-in.

Sticky Keys built-in.
Cursor keys (first press mode key 3x).
Pointing device.
Typically with pointing device or touch.
Can use Mouse Keys (Windows, Mac).
✔
Medium. Easy to setup and compact size
makes it more portable.

Report of 85 wpm on Maltron website
Latching modifier keys (push-on, pushoff).
Cursor keys adjacent to letter keypad.
Pointing device also an option.
Typically with pointing device or touch.
Can use Mouse Keys (Windows, Mac).
✔
Low. Easy to setup but would require
carrying from place to place.

Consideration
1. Text Entry Method
Default layout
One-hand Dvorak available?
Mirrored layout available?
2. Physical form
3. Required components
4. Wired or wireless connections
5. Requires a wearable
6. Positioning/mounting
7. Compatibility
8. Tasks and Typing Performance
Reported one-hand typing speed
Combining keys
Text navigation

Conventional (press individual keys)
Qwerty
✔
✔
with add-on software*
Physical keyboard
Compact sizes available
Keyboard
Wireless USB keyboards need receiver
Varies
✘
Compact versions may provide more
flexible positioning
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting USB or Bluetooth

Reports of: 29 wpm, 55 wpm, 40-80 wpm
Options: 1. Hold down modifier keys with
typing/other hand. 2. Activate Sticky Keys.

✘
Physical keyboard
Unique curved shape
Keyboard
Wired (USB)
✘
Designed for traditional desktop
positioning.
Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting USB.

10. Portability/transferability
11. Robustness

High. Most common type of keyboard.

Cursor keys or pointing device
Typically with pointing device or touch.
Can use Mouse Keys (Windows, Mac).
✔
Low. Easy to setup but would require
carrying from place to place.

physical demands/fatigue
maintenance
battery free
12. Cognitive Load

User-specific
Minimal
Yes, for wired keyboards only.

User-specific. Option for 1- or 2-hand
typing may reduce fatigue for some users.
Revert to regular qwerty if it breaks.
✔

User-specific
Revert to regular qwerty if it breaks.
✔

User-specific.
Designed to reduce hand fatigue
Risk of inconvenience if it breaks.
✔

Low for standard layout. Higher if learning
one-hand Dvorak or mirrored layouts.
Multiple tutorials for FGHJ method

Requires learning a new pattern, but
qwerty foundation may make this easier.
Brief text tutorial in manual.

Requires learning a new pattern, but
qwerty foundation may make this easier.
Brief text tutorial in manual.

Requires learning a new layout
Basic web-based exercises

Pointing tasks
9. Potential for 100% independent use

learning demands
learning supports available?

Cursor keys or pointing device
Typically with pointing device or touch.
Can use Mouse Keys (Windows, Mac).
✔

Conventional (press individual keys)
Unique
✘

* From onehandkeyboard.org
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One-hand Typing Options: On-screen Touch Keyboards
Conventional Touch OSK

Swiping OSK

Thumbly OSK

Stock keyboards for iOS, Android, Win 10.
3rd party keyboards (Gboard, Swiftkey).
Usually free

Built-in to keyboards for iOS, Android, Win 10.
3rd party keyboards (Gboard, Swiftkey).
Usually free
Info page

$1.99
Info page

Consideration
1. Text Entry Method
Default layout
One-hand Dvorak available?
Mirrored layout available?
2. Physical form

3. Required components

4. Wired or wireless connections
5. Requires a wearable
6. Positioning/mounting
7. Compatibility
8. Tasks and Typing Performance
Reported one-hand typing speed
Combining keys

Text navigation/Cursor keys
Text navigation/Pointing
Pointing tasks
9. Potential for 100% independent use

Conventional (press individual keys)
Qwerty
✘
✘
On-screen keyboard

Info video
Swipe gestures for each word
Qwerty
✘
✘
On-screen keyboard

Conventional (press individual keys)
Qwerty
✘
✘
On-screen keyboard
Designed for thumb-typing while holding iOS
device.
Thumbly app

Compact size available
Compact size available
None
None
Optional 3rd-party keyboards available
Optional 3rd-party keyboards available
(Gboard, SwiftKey, etc.)
(Gboard, SwiftKey, etc.)
None
None
None
✘
✘
✘
Display and keyboard share the screen, but
Display and keyboard share the screen, but
Designed for thumb-typing while holding iOS
may have different optimal positions.
may have different optimal positions.
device.
Varies. May be similar but not identical across Varies. May be similar but not identical across
platforms.
platforms.
iOS only

Can't find data for one-hand OSK typing
Sticky Keys built-in.
iOS has less need for modifier keys.
Varies.
iOS keyboards have no cursor keys.
Win 10 keyboard has right/left cursor keys.
iPadOS 13 mouse is imprecise:
cannot click inside words.
Usually requires separate device or action.
✔

Swipe-typing reached 40wpm by the 9th
session, close to plateau
Sticky Keys built-in.
iPad has less need for modifier keys.
Varies.
iOS keyboards have no cursor keys.
Win 10 keyboard has right/left cursor keys.
iPadOS 13 mouse is imprecise:
cannot click inside words.
Usually requires separate device or action.
✔

None reported
Sticky Keys built-in.
iOS has less need for modifier keys.
Requires standard touch/point actions for text
navigation.
iPadOS 13 mouse is imprecise:
cannot click inside words.
Requires standard iOS gestures.
✔

10. Portability/transferability
11. Robustness

physical demands/fatigue
environment
maintenance
battery free
12. Cognitive Load
learning demands
learning supports available?

High

Requires purchase and installation on each
device.

User-specific
Might be hard to see in bright sunlight
conditions.
Minimal
✔

User-specific
Might be hard to see in bright sunlight
conditions.
Minimal
✔

User-specific.
Primarily supports only one typing position
(holding iOS device while typing)
Might be hard to see in bright sunlight
conditions.
Minimal
✔

Low for standard qwerty layout.
✘

Low for standard qwerty layout.
Good spelling skills required.
Basic video introductions and articles.

Uses qwerty order, but curved layout &
deletion gestures require some new learning.
✘

Conventional Touch OSK

Swiping OSK

Thumbly OSK

High
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One-hand Typing Options: Chorded/Gesture Keyboards

Consideration
1. Text Entry Method

Default layout
One-hand Dvorak available?
Mirrored layout available?
2. Physical form
(physical kbd, OSK, other)
3. Required components

4. Wired or wireless connections

Twiddler

Tap Strap 2

DOTKey

$199
Info page

$199
Info page

$2.99
Info page

Manual
chorded
Unique
12 characters are single-key
18 characters use 2-key chords.
✘ (not applicable)
✘ (not applicable)

Manual
chorded

Hand-held keypad
Left-only or right-only
Twiddler keyboard

Wired (USB) or Wireless (Bluetooth)
✔

5. Requires a wearable

6. Positioning/mounting

7. Compatibility
8. Tasks and Typing Performance

Reported one-hand typing speed

Combining keys

Text navigation

Unique
Tap out letter codes on (firm) surface.
✘ (not applicable)
✘ (not applicable)
Strap with sensors around each finger and
thumb
Left-only or right-only
Tap Strap device
TapManager app (for setup and updates)
(requires iOS or Android device)
Wireless (Bluetooth)
✔
2 sizes available. Not suitable for hand less
than 2 1/4" wide. Weighs 0.45 lbs.

Hand-held

Hand-worn

Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting USB or Bluetooth

Windows, Mac, iOS, Android.
Any platform supporting Bluetooth

chorded
Unique
Tap/gesture on the screen in specific
combinations to produce letters.
✘ (not applicable)
✘ (not applicable)
Uses phone or tablet screen
Left-only or right-only
DOTKey app
Solo Desktop (for use on Windows or Mac)
none
✘
Device (phone or tablet) needs to be on a flat
surface. (Can't hold and type with a single
hand.)
iOS, Android
Windows, Mac with (free) add-on Solo
Desktop software

Twiddler novices improve from 4 wpm to over Developer reports 35 wpm after 5 hrs of use. Developer claims "users of DOTKey have
26 wpm after 400 minutes of practice. One
User report on QIAT of 30 wpm after about demonstrated one-handed typing speeds of
expert user at 60 wpm.
one hour of training.
over 60 words per minute."
Sticky Shift built-in.
Press modifiers with thumb keys on top of
Unclear how other modifiers handled on Mac
device.
Unclear
or Windows.
Cursor key support varies.
Cursor keys appear to require custom chord
Mobile app (iOS and Android) has no gesture
assignment.
Appears to be no provision for cursor keys. codes for cursor keys, but Solo Desktop may
Twiddler Mouse (8-direction joystick)
Mouse is integrated into device but reviews
offer those for Mac and Windows.
integrated into device.
suggest this is hard to use.
No integrated pointing device.

Pointing tasks
9. Potential for 100% independent use
10. Portability/transferability

Twiddler Mouse (8-direction joystick)
integrated into device.
Can also use separate mouse if desired.
✔
Easy to setup and transport.

11. Robustness

physical demands/fatigue

User-specific.
Cramped hand position may be an issue.
Possible difficulty with one-hand use for
short-fingered hands.

environment

Highly flexible once learned.

maintenance

Future availability is a question mark.
✘
Rechargeable battery.
Lasts for "months" between charges.

battery free
12. Cognitive Load
learning demands
learning supports available?

Requires learning a new layout and skill.

Includes optical mouse and air mouse
modes, but these are reportedly hard to use.
Can also use separate mouse if desired.
Donning/doffing/ring adjustment may present
some challenges.
Easy to setup and transport.
Reports of device not decoding letters
properly at times.
User-specific.
Reviews suggest high dexterity needed to
perform all gestures.
Hovering-hand position may create fatigue.
Highly flexible once learned.
Unclear.
New device with limited track record.
✘
Rechargeable battery.
10 hrs on a full charge.

Usually requires separate device or action.
✔
Requires purchase and installation on each
device.
Still in early stage, reviews suggest some
glitches exist.

User-specific.
Flat surface needed for 100% one-hand
typing, may limit use in mobile scenarios.
Unclear.
New method with limited track record.
✔

Nice online tutor

Requires learning a new layout and skill.
TapGenius and TapAcademy apps.
Both appear to be iOS or Android only.

Requires learning a new layout and skill.
Game and Practice tools within the DOTKey
app.

Twiddler

Tap Strap 2

DOTKey
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